
Kronos Implementation Partner
The world of Human Capital Management (HCM) is constantly changing. 
Organizations fight the war on attracting and retaining top talent, while HCM 
vendors rapidly innovate to meet the need. The result is a seemingly endless array 
of choices, with no clear fit for your unique business. Are you prepared to start a 
new HCM technology initiative without an expert by your side? 

HRchitect offers you relief from this volatile situation by pairing your company with 
experts who work alongside your team to build a roadmap for your HCM 
technology, select a new or replacement system, implement and integrate your 
new HCM technology, provide ongoing support and everything in between. 

HRchitect has been involved in many of the most successful HCM implementations 
for all the major vendors, with a particular expertise around Kronos. This expertise 
includes project management, functional consulting, technical configuration, 
training and user adoption, change management, optimization, integration, 
system integration, and ongoing support. 

We work in a very collaborative manner so as to constantly share information and 
bring in specific resources as needed to ensure a successful and on-time 
implementation while reducing project risk. As a strategic consulting partner, 
HRchitect has worked with thousands of clients over the past two decades, so our 
experience is vast and focused on your success. 

Some of the highlights of our Kronos experience include:

 HRchitect has been brought into complex implementations for our system knowledge 
and industry experience

 HRchitect has been able to effectively manage implementation projects that have 
been very challenging from both implementation complexity and demanding client 
culture standpoints

 HRchitect's Kronos Center of Excellence (COE) offers highly trained
and experienced internal staff  providing collaborative support for our implementation  
consultants

 HRchitect's vast experience implementing most major HCM systems, including SAP 
SuccessFactors, Ultimate Software, Ceridian, Oracle, Benefitfocus, and many others 
allowing us to easily integrate your Kronos system with other HCM systems you may be 
using

 HRchitect has focused on supporting organizations in exceeding their expectations of a 
significant Return on Investment (ROI) from their Kronos system
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